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So why isn’t there more focus on 
X\_a^eX]V�bPUTch�bcP]SPaSb!�GW^d[S�
workers accept that injury (or 
f^abT��Xb�_Pac�^U�cWT�Y^Q!�

5RR^aSX]V�c^�FGG6�ŌVdaTb��
maintenance facilities account for 
20% of all workforce harm and 25% 

of workforce fatalities in the last 
ŌeT�hTPab��HWXb�X\_PXaTS�WTP[cW�Xb�P�
huge problem for the industry. The 
safety board estimates it costs £899 
million annually, with 1.3 million 
days lost to sickness absence. This is 
twice the national average. 

Despite these frankly shocking 
statistics, there has been no notable 
reduction in workforce harm in 
ST_^cb�U^a�cWT�[Pbc�ŌeT�hTPab��GdaT[h�
Xc�Xb�cX\T�U^a�RWP]VT!�

AXcXVPcX]V�FXbZb�c^�GcPň

We’ve all heard the adage ‘to err 

is human’ and that may be so, but 
we don’t have to accept the risk of 
human error in rail depots. 

Technology is available that can 
automate safety procedures, 
removing manual processes and 
P[[^fX]V�cWT�bPUT�P]S�TňTRcXeT�
movement of vehicles. 

HWT�aPX[�bPUTch�b_TRXP[Xbc��GWTŉT[S�
QPbTS�N^]TVaTT]��WPb�QTT]�Ō]SX]V�
innovative ways to reduce the 
aXbZb�c^�\PX]cT]P]RT�bcPň�U^a�cWT�
[Pbc����hTPab��HWT�Ōa\0b�8T_^c�
Personnel Protection System 
(DPPS) safeguards workers by using 
Network Rail-approved powered 
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derailers, linked to road end panels 
that control vehicle movements. 

GcPň�[^V�^]�c^�cWT�a^PS�T]S�_P]T[b�
via RFID tags that record where 
they are working. Access permission 
for trains will then only be given 
if the road is clear. After a derailer 
has been lowered, a shunt signal 
shows a proceed aspect, at which 
point audible and visual warnings 
are activated to signify imminent 
danger. 

Tried and Tested

Quality is the key to ensuring depot 
protection has a real and lasting 
X\_PRc�^]�cWT�fT[UPaT�^U�bcPň�P]S�
DPPS leads the way. 

Zonegreen’s system is tested, during 
and post-construction, to prove 
it exceeds the highest regulatory 
bcP]SPaSb�P]S�^ňTab�d]aXeP[[TS�
reliability. At its heart is the concept 
of ‘distributed intelligence’, which 
means there is no master controller 
or any signal point failure. 

Empty coaching stock movements 
(predominantly in depots) make 
up only 4% of the train service 
nationally, yet account for almost 
20% of SPADs, highlighting the 
need for derailers to be readily 
available to provide physical 
_a^cTRcX^]�c^�bcPň��HWTh�PaT�
required to operate under 
bXV]XŌRP]c�U^aRTb�fWT]�RP[[TS�X]c^�
action, meaning quality products 
are essential if reliable results are to 
be achieved.  

All derailers provided by Zonegreen 
are produced to the highest 
standard, fabricated by coded 
welders and supported by material 
RTacXŌRPcTb��@XZTfXbT��Xcb�a^PS�T]S�
panels undergo 3,000 independent 

checks and by using a local supply 
RWPX]��cWT�Ōa\�WPb�c^cP[�R^]ca^[�^U�
the manufacturing process, whilst 
minimising its carbon footprint. 

The result of this commitment 
to quality is that all DPPS 
installations meet the performance 
requirements of SIL2 – an 
independent assessment of the 
relative risk reduction provided 
by a safety system. This has been 
achieved by employing standardised 
hardware and software that has 
been assessed as a whole system, 
X]bcTPS�^U�aT[hX]V�^]�R^\_[XP]c�^ň�
the-shelf components and software 
of unknown pedigree. 

DPPS is the only depot safety 
system on the market that 
Xb�X]ST_T]ST]c[h�RTacXŌTS�c^�
comply with the electromagnetic 
compatibility (EMC) standards, 
fWXRW�STŌ]T�cWT�UaT`dT]Rh�aP]VT�
and limit of unnecessary radiation 
emitted by electrical devices, 
preventing interference or similar 
problems. Its latest RFID panel 
Xb�P[b^�RTacXŌTS�Qh�9da^Ō]b�c^�
meet the EN standards for radio 
emissions and railways. 

Working Worldwide
DPPS is installed some of the 

world’s most advanced maintenance 
facilities, including depots serving 
the metro systems in Dubai, Doha 
and HCMT in Melbourne, Australia. 
Zonegreen also works extensively 
across the UK and has contributed 
c^�WXVW�_a^Ō[T�_a^YTRcb�bdRW�Pb�
Thameslink, Crossrail and the 
Intercity Express Programme.

HWT�Ōa\�fX[[�QT�bW^fRPbX]V�Xcb�
ŎPVbWX_�bPUTch�bhbcT\�Pc�=]]^HaP]b�
in Berlin from 20–23 September. 
JXbXc^ab�fX[[�Ō]S�N^]TVaTT]�X]�cWT�
British Pavilion (Hall 2.2) on Stand 
230G, where they will be able to see 
DPPS in action and learn about its 
wide-ranging capabilities.

For more information, contact 
Zonegreen 

on +44 114 230 0822, 
visit www.zonegreen.co.uk or 

U^[[^f�cWT�Ōa\�
on Twitter: @zonegreen.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LWhq2md9aR0
http://www.zonegreen.co.uk
https://twitter.com/zonegreen
http://www.zonegreen.co.uk/


Renowned as global market leaders in depot 
protection systems, the SMART DPPSTM 
delivers physical protection from vehicle 

movements to rail depot staff whilst providing 
visual and audible warnings.

zonegreen
safe working solutions

WHAT’S THE COST 
OF LIVING?

Visit us at Stand 230G / Hall 2.2


